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The water that flows from a spring does not congeal in ,

the winter. And those sentiments of friendship, which flow
from the heart, cannot be frozen by adversity.

Those who have felt the weight of personal adversity be-

come steadied thereby. The heart is strengthened by carry-
ing the private burden, so that it has immunity from the
swarm of lesser evils. At the same time they are strong
enough and ready to give a hand to others. As a novelist
says of a Sister of Charity he describes: "She was ordained
to her work by the world's heavy hand."

Whisky and wife-beatin- g, says Church Progress, seem to
be inseparable companions among a certain class of intem-
perate brutes. It has been left to an Indian woman, how-

ever, to find a solution to their divorce. As a revenge for the
beating she received, this wise wife tied the hands and feet of
her drunken spouse, salted his hands,' face and clothing and
put him out in the field where the cattle licked his exposed
members till they were raw. Relief is guaranteed from' a'
single application of the "salt remedy."

Anent the appeal for contributions to the Catholic Indians,
the Messenger says: "Had the prominent Catholics of the
United States, particularly those who are honored by their
fellow-citizen- s and who are in influential circumstances for
instance, the Senators and Congressmen, also their Catholic
constituents, etc. done their duty when the Indian bill was
before Congress, there would be no need of a special appeal
on the pocket- - book. " Prayers and processions are very goodj
to hear Mass and to go at least once a year to the Sacraments
is necessary; to contribute the just share to the Church is a
duty, because otherwise the Church could not subsist; but


